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Three dimensional topological insulator represents a class of novel quantum phases hosting robust
gapless boundary excitations, which is protected by global symmetries such as time reversal, charge
conservation and spin rotational symmetry. In this work we systematically study another class of
topological phases of weakly interacting electrons protected by spatial inversion symmetry, which
generally don’t support stable gapless boundary excitations. We classify these inversion-symmetric
topological insulators and superconductors in the framework of K-theory, and construct their lattice
models. We also discuss quantized response functions of these inversion-protected topological phases,
which serve as their experimental signatures.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of topological insulators1,2 and
superconductors3 reveals a large class of novel quan-
tum phases which, in spite of a finite energy gap for
all bulk excitations, exhibit protected surface states
robust against perturbations as long as certain sym-
metries (such as time reversal and spin rotational
symmetry) are preserved. Existence of topological
insulators/superconductors also discloses a rich topology
of quantum phases in the presence of symmetries4:
i.e. topological insulators/superconductors and the
“trivial” ones (with no surface states) only become
distinct quantum phases when certain symmetries are
present. For example, a time reversal invariant (TRI)
topological insulator in three dimensions5–7 (3d) can be
continuously tuned into a 3d trivial insulator without
closing the bulk energy gap, once time-reversal-breaking
magnetic orders are introduced into the system8. In
general the topology of insulators/superconductors with
a certain symmetry group is captured by an Abelian
group, which can be (see TABLE I and II for examples)
e.g. a trivia group 0 with only identity element, meaning
that there is no topological insulators/superconductors;
a cyclic group Z2, meaning there is only one kind of
nontrivial topological insulator/superconductor; or an
integer group Z, meaning that there is an infinite num-
ber of distinct topological insulators/superconductors
labeled by an integer index ν ∈ Z. The addition of two
elements in this Abelian group is physically realized
by coupling two quantum phases together (in a way
preserving symmetries) to form a new system4,9,10. To
understand the topology of insulators/superconductors
in the presence of certain symmetries, i.e. to classify
different quantum phases, we need to identify the
corresponding Abelian group structure of topological
insulators/superconductors. Further more, physical
pictures of these topological/insulators with certain
symmetries can be obtained by constructing microscopic
models which describes the “root” state of topological in-
sulators/superconductors (mathematically the generator
of this Abelian group).
The topology of non-interacting electrons with arbi-
trary global symmetries, such as time reversal, U(1)
charge conservation and SU(2) spin rotational symmetry,
are fully classified by the so-called “10-fold way” periodic
table9,11 of topological insulators/superconductors. The
mathematical structure behind this classification is K-
theory9. Intuitively the quantum critical point between
two topologically distinct insulators/superconductors
can in general be described by a Dirac Hamiltonian
of free fermions, and the problem of classifying differ-
ent insulators/superconductors in the presence of cer-
tain symmetries reduce to a mathematical problem of
classifying distinct symmetry-allowed mass matrices for
the Dirac fermions. Amazingly no matter what the
symmetry group is, the classification (i.e. the Abelian
group) of distinct insulators/superconductors preserv-
ing this symmetry always falls into one of the 10-fold
way. Although the topology of (non-interacting fermion)
insulators/superconductors with any global symmetries
is fully resolved, less is known about spatial (crys-
tal) symmetries beyond translations12. Recently a lot
of progress has been made along the line of topolog-
ical insulators/superconductors with mirror reflection
symmetry13–16, and 2d topological phases with crystal
symmetries17–19 (such as Cn crystal rotations).
This work aims to answer the following question: how
does spatial inversion symmetry reshape the topology of
different insulators/superconductors with certain global
symmetries? Can inversion symmetry gives rise to new
topological phases20? It turns out K-theory also pro-
vides a natural framework to classify distinct topological
phases with both global symmetries and spatial inversion
symmetry I. In particular for the usual spatial inversion
operation satisfying I2 = +1, classification of topological
phases protected by global symmetries and inversion I is
summarized in TABLE I.
The presence of an extra inversion symmetry I mod-
ifies the original 10-fold way classification (with just
global symmetries) in two fashions. First of all, many
new topological phases appear, which will become trivial
(i.e. they will be adiabatically tuned into a trivial phase)
as soon as inversion symmetry I is broken. Examples of
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2this type include e.g. magnetic insulators and supercon-
ductors (class A and AI), TRI insulators (class AII) and
3d singlet superconductors (class C). We explicitly con-
struct lattice models to realize all these new topological
insulators/superconductors in section III. Secondly, cer-
tain topological phases protected by only global symme-
tries must break inversion symmetry I. Therefore once
we require inversion symmetry, these topological phases
are forbidden. Examples of this type include TRI triplet
superconductors (class DIII) and 3d TRI singlet super-
conductors (class CI). Their classification becomes trivial
(“0” in TABLE I) in the presence of an additional inver-
sion symmetry I.
We also consider a “special” inversion symmetry I sat-
isfying I2 = −1, i.e. the square of inversion operation
equals the fermion number parity in the system. Such
a special inversion can be realized in 1d/2d electrons
with spin-orbit coupling, by C2 crystal rotation symme-
try along an axis perpendicular to the 1d/2d system. It
can also be realize by fermionic spinons in symmetric Z2
spin liquids, which transform projectively21 under inver-
sion symmetry I.
This paper is organized as the following. In section
II we introduce K-theory to classify different topologi-
cal phases of non-interacting electrons with both global
symmetries and spatial inversion symmetry I. A brief re-
view of K-theory classification of gapped non-interacting
fermion phases is given in Appendix A. In section III we
construct microscopic tight-binding models for the new
topological insulators/superconductors protected by in-
version symmetry, as summarized in TABLE I. Finally
in section IV we discuss quantized responses of these
inversion-symmetric topological phases as their experi-
mental signatures and give concluding remarks.
II. TEN-FOLD WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH
AN EXTRA INVERSION SYMMETRY
In the K-theory approach9,15,22, classification of dis-
tinct gapped phases with various symmetries is reduced
to the following mathematical problem: what is the
“classifying space” of symmetry-allowed mass matrix for
a generic Dirac Hamiltonian preserving certain symme-
tries? Different gapped symmetric phases correspond to
disconnected pieces of the classifying space, which can-
not be connected to each other without closing the bulk
energy gap. Mathematically the group structure formed
by these different phases is given by the zeroth homotopy
pi0(S) of classifying space S.
To be specific, writing fermion annihilation (and cre-
ation) operators c†a ≡ η2a−1 + iη2a in terms of Majorana
basis {ηa}, generally a quadratic Dirac Hamiltonian of
non-interacting fermions has the following form
HDirac = i(
d∑
i=1
γi∂i +M) (1)
where {γi} are real symmetric Dirac matrices, and M is
a real anti-symmetric mass matrix which anti-commutes
with all Dirac matrices. In the Majorana basis, global
symmetries such as time reversal and U(1) charge con-
servation are all generated by real matrices (let’s call
them {gα}). In the K-theory approach, these symme-
try generators {gα} together with Dirac matrices {γi}
form a real (or complex) Clifford algebra Clp,q (or Cln),
as demonstrated in detail in Appendix A. The mass ma-
trix M serves as an extra generator, which together with
Dirac matrices and symmetry generators form a big-
ger Clifford algebra Clp,q+1 (or Cln+1). Therefore the
classifying space for symmetric mass matrix M is de-
termined by the extension problem of Clifford algebra
Clp,q → Clp,q+1 (or Cln → Cln+1), and it is called
Rq−p+2 (or Cn) for the extension of real (or complex)
Clifford algebra. Due to Bott periodicity in classifying
space Ra mod 8 (or Cn mod 2), the classification of topo-
logical insulators/superconductors is captured by a peri-
odic table9.
In the presence of inversion symmetry I in addition
to the global symmetries summarized in TABLE I, how
is the 10-fold-way classification9,11 of topological insula-
tors/superconductors modified in different spatial dimen-
sions? In the Majorana basis the inversion symmetry I
is represented by a real symmetry matrix I satisfying
{I, γi} = 0, [I,M ] = [I, gα] = 0, I2 = +1. (2)
since spatial derivative ∂i in (1) changes sign under in-
version. Notice that inversion matrix I commutes with
the generators of all global symmetries. Therefore one
can define the following real matrix
U ≡ I
d∏
i=1
γi. (3)
with
U2 = (−1)d(d+1)/2. (4)
It’s straightforward to see the following dichotomy in odd
and even spatial dimensions:
{U, γi} = {U, gα} = {U,M} = 0, d = odd;
[U, γi] = [U, gα] = [U,M ] = 0, d = even. (5)
A. Two complex classes (class A and AIII)
In the complex classes (i.e. class A and AIII), the Dirac
matrices {γi} and symmetry generators {gα} form a com-
plex Clifford algebra Cln, due to a U(1) symmetry gen-
erated by real anti-symmetric matrix Q with Q2 = −1.
Now in the presence of inversion symmetry I, we need to
consider a new matrix U satisfying (5).
3AZ
Class
Symmetry
group
d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8 Physical realizations
A U(1) Z Z2 Z Z2 Z Z2 Z Z2 Insulators (conserving charge),
Sz-conserving magnetic superconductors.
AIII U(1)spin × ZT2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TRI Sz-conserving superconductors.
AI U(1)o ZT2 Z Z Z Z2 Z Z Z Z2 Insulators with a combination of time reversal
and pi-spin-rotation,
Sz-conserving superconductors with a
combination of time reversal and pi-spin-rotation
along Sx/y.
(T 2 = +1)
BDI ZT2 Z2 0 0 0 0 0 Z2 (Z2)2 Superconductors with a combination of time
reversal and pi-spin-rotation.(T 2 = +1)
D Zf2=N/A Z2 Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 (Z2)
2
Superconductors with no symmetry.
DIII ZT2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TRI superconductors.
(T 2 = −1)
AII U(1)o ZT2 Z Z Z Z2 Z Z Z Z2 TRI insulators.
(T 2 = −1)
CII SU(2)× ZT2 0 0 Z2 (Z2)2 Z2 0 0 0 Singlet superconductors with a combination of
time reversal and pi-pseudospin-rotation.(T 2 = +1)
C SU(2)spin 0 Z Z2 (Z2)2 Z2 Z 0 0 Singlet superconductors.
CI SU(2)spin × ZT2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TRI singlet superconductors.
(T 2 = −1)
Table I: Classification of gapped non-interacting fermion phases with various global symmetries9,11, in the presence of an
additional inversion symmetry I with I2 = 1. Note that inversion symmetry I commutes with all other global symmetries.
“TRI” is short for “time reversal invariant”. The classification repeats itself when spatial dimension increases by 8.
1. d = odd
In odd spatial dimensions, the matrix U becomes a
new generator in the complex Clifford algebra, since it
anti-commutes with all other generators. The associated
classifying space for mass matrixM is determined by the
new extension problem Cln+1 → Cln+2, and it changes
from Cn to Cn+1 due to the extra inversion symmetry I.
Hence in odd spatial dimensions, distinct gapped phases
in class A form an integer group Z = pi0(C0 mod 2), and
a trivial group 0 = pi0(C1 mod 2) in class AIII.
2. d = even
In even spatial dimensions, matrix U serves as a new
symmetry which commutes with all generator of the orig-
inal Clifford algebra. Note that U2 = −1 if d = 2
mod 4 and U2 = +1 if d = 0 mod 4. We can choose
a basis where matrix U (or UQ) is block diagonalized,
so that U = σz ⊗ 1 in d = 0 mod 4 dimensions (or
UQ = σz ⊗ 1 in d = 2 mod 4 dimensions). Clearly no
mixing term between the U = +1 (or UQ = +1) and
U = −1 (or UQ = −1) subspace is allowed by inversion
symmetry I, and each subspace has the same classifi-
cation as in the standard 10-fold-way. Therefore when
d =even, distinct gapped fermion phases have a group
structure Z×Z in class A, and still a trivial group struc-
ture 0 = pi0(C1 mod 2) in class AIII, as summarized in
TABLE I.
B. Eight real classes
For the eight real classes in the 10-fold-way, the clas-
sifying space for mass matrix M in (1) is related to
the following extension problem of real Clifford algebra:
Clp,q → Clp,q+1 generated by38
{γi, gα} −→ {γi, gα,M}. (6)
Now with inversion symmetry I, the new matrix U satis-
fying (5) will change the structure of the original Clifford
algebra. From (4) we can see the classification of topolog-
ical insulators/superconductors with inversion symmetry
changes from the original 10-fold-way, depending on spa-
tial dimension modulo 4.
41. d = 1 mod 4
In this case the new generator U defined in (3) satisfies
{U, γi} = {U, gα} = {U,M} = 0, U2 = −1.
Therefore the original extension problem (6) of real Clif-
ford algebra Clp,q → Clp,q+1 now becomes
{γi, gα, U} −→ {γi, gα, U,M} (7)
i.e. real Clifford algebra Clp,q+1 → Clp,q+2. Hence the
classifying space for mass M changes from Rq−p+2 to
Rq−p+3. This means in TABLE I the d = 1 (and d = 5)
column shifts upward by one row for the eight real classes,
compared to the original 10-fold-way with only global
symmetries (but no inversion).
2. d = 2 mod 4
Here matrix U introduced in (3) commutes with all
generators of the original real Clifford algebra Clp,q
[U, γi] = [U, gα] = [U,M ] = 0, U
2 = −1.
As discussed in Appendix A 3, this extra inversion sym-
metry I (hence matrix U) will reorganizes real Clif-
ford algebra Clp,q → Clp,q+1 into complex Clifford al-
gebra Clp+q → Clp+q+1. As a result the classifying
space for mass matrix M in eight real classes changes
from Rq−p+2 to Cp+q! Since pi0(C0 mod 2) = Z and
pi0(C1 mod 2) = 0, we obtain the classification of topolog-
ical insulators/superconductors with inversion symmetry
in d = 2 (and d = 6) dimensions, as shown in TABLE I.
3. d = 3 mod 4
Here new generator U defined in (3) satisfies
{U, γi} = {U, gα} = {U,M} = 0, U2 = +1.
Hence the original extension problem (6) Clp,q → Clp,q+1
changes into
{γi, gα, U} −→ {γi, gα, U,M}
of real Clifford algebra Clp+1,q → Clp+1,q+1. Hence the
classifying space for mass M changes from Rq−p+2 to
Rq−p+1. Consequently in TABLE I the d = 3 (and d = 7)
column shifts downward by one row for the eight real
classes, compared to the original 10-fold-way.
4. d = 0 mod 4
In this case, matrix U introduced by inversion symme-
try I again commutes with all generators of the original
real Clifford algebra Clp,q
[U, γi] = [U, gα] = [U,M ] = 0, U
2 = +1.
AZ Class d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8
A Z Z2 Z Z2 Z Z2 Z Z2
AIII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AI 0 0 0 Z Z2 (Z2)2 Z2 Z
BDI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D Z Z2 Z Z Z Z2 Z Z
DIII Z2 (Z2)2 Z2 0 0 0 0 0
AII Z2 (Z2)2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 Z
CII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C Z Z2 Z Z Z Z2 Z Z
CI 0 0 0 0 Z2 (Z2)2 Z2 0
Table II: Classification of gapped non-interacting fermion
phases with various global symmetries9,11, in the presence of
an additional inversion symmetry I with I2 = −1. We assume
inversion symmetry I commutes with all other global sym-
metries. Particularly in one and two spatial dimensions with
spin-orbit coupling, symmetry I with I2 = −1 can be physi-
cally realized as spatial 180o rotation symmetry C2. Again the
classification repeats itself when spatial dimension increases
by 8.
As discussed in Appendix A 3, since U2 = +1 we can
always choose a basis where U = σz ⊗ 1, and all other
generators of Clifford algebra are block diagonalized. In
other words the subspace with U = +1 and the sub-
space with U = −1 can never mix in a non-interacting
Hamiltonian due to inversion symmetry I. In each sub-
space the symmetry-allowed mass matrixM has the same
classification as the original 10-fold-way. Since the two
subspaces with U = ±1 are completely independent, the
final classification for inversion symmetric topological in-
sulators/superconductors has a group structure which is
the square of the 10-fold-way classification. This is also
summarized in TABLE I in d = 4 (and d = 8) dimen-
sions.
C. “Special” inversion symmetry with I2 = −1
In the presence of an extra “inversion” symmetry I sat-
isfying I2 = (−1)Nˆf (i.e. the inversion I squares to be the
fermion number parity), we can also apply K-theory to
classify different topological insulators/superconductors
for the whole 10-fold way. The calculation is completely
analogous to the case with T 2 = +1, as previously dis-
cussed. The resultant classification of non-interacting
fermion topological phases with global symmetries and
an extra inversion symmetry satisfying I2 = −1 is sum-
marized in TABLE II.
For two complex classes (class A and AIII) the classifi-
cations for I2 = −1 case are exactly the same as for I2 =
+1 case. In particular no inversion-symmetric topologi-
cal insulators/superconductors exist in class AIII in any
spatial dimensions, while distinct inversion-symmetric in-
sulators in class A are labeled by one (or two) integer
5index (indices) in odd (or even) spatial dimensions.
For four real classes, in d spatial dimensions satisfy-
ing d = 1 mod 4, the classification with I2 = −1 shifts
downward by one row compared to the original 10-fold
way with no inversion symmetry, while in d = 3 mod 4
dimensions the classification shifts upward by one row
with T 2 = −1. In d = 2 mod 4 spatial dimensions,
the original 10-fold way classification squares in the pres-
ence of inversion symmetry I2 = −1. In d = 0 mod 4
spatial dimensions, the presence of inversion symmetry
(I2 = −1) effectively transform the real classes into com-
plex classes (see section II B 2) where the classification is
either Z or 0.
For spin-1/2 electrons with spin-orbit coupling in one
and two spatial dimensions, such an inversion symmetry
with I2 = −1 can be realized by a combination of spatial
and spin rotation by 2pi, i.e. the C2 rotation along an
axis perpendicular to the 1d/2d system. For example
the Z2 classification of these C2-symmetric insulators in
2d was obtained in Ref. 17. In other cases such a “special”
inversion symmetry I with I2 = −1 can be realized in
e.g. Z2 spin liquids21 where emergent fermion spinons
transform projectively under inversion symmetry I.
III. EXAMPLES
A. Class A: inversion-protected insulators
Insulators has U(1) symmetry associated with charge
conservation and belong to complex class A in TABLE I.
When there are no inversion symmetry, the classification
of insulators (class A) are given by 0 in one spatial di-
mension (1d), by Z in 2d and by 0 in 3d. In other words
all insulators in 1d and 3d are all the same, while in 2d
different insulators are described by an integer (their Hall
conductance in unit of e2/h). In the presence of inver-
sion symmetry I with I2 = +1, different insulators are
classified by Z in 1d, by Z × Z = Z2 in 2d and by Z in
3d.
1. d = 1
For class A in one spatial dimension, different
inversion-symmetric insulators are labeled by an integer
index ν ∈ Z where ν = 0 denotes the trivial insulator.
Meanwhile ν 6= 0 corresponds to nontrivial topological
insulators, which cannot be continuously connected to a
trivial insulator without closing the bulk energy gap or
breaking inversion symmetry.
A simple lattice model is illustrated in FIG. 1, realized
in a 1d chain of spinless (or spin-polarized) electrons with
two sublattices A and B:
HA1d =
∑
r t1
[
(1 + δ)c†r,Acr,B + c
†
r,Acr+1,B
]
+ h.c. (8)
where t1 and δ are both real parameters. Without loss of
generality we take t1 > 0 as an convention in the whole
Figure 1: (color online) Prototype lattice model for inversion-
protected topological insulators in one spatial dimensions.
Two sublattices A and B are labeled by blue and red solid
circles and the unit cell is illustrated by the dashed oval. The
inversion center lies in the middle of two sites within a unit
cell. The hopping amplitude is t1(1 + δ) on solid lines and t1
on dashed lines, where t1, δ are both real parameters.
paper. Clearly under inversion I we have
cr,A
I←→ c−r,B (9)
It’s straightforward to see that when δ  1 the low-
energy physics is described by Dirac Hamiltonian of
fermions around zone boundary k = pi
DA1d = t1
∑
k Ψ
†
k
[
δ · τx + k · τy
]
Ψk, (10)
Ψk =
(
cpi+k,A
cpi+k,B
)
I−→ τxΨ−k.
where ~τ are Pauli matrices. When δ > 0 we achieve the
“root” topological insulator protected by inversion sym-
metry, with topological index ν = 1.
2. d = 2
It’s well-known that irrespective of inversion symme-
try, distinct insulators (class A) in two spatial dimensions
are fully described by a topological invariant, i.e. their
Hall conductance23 σxy = C e
2
h , where C is an integer
called Chern number. Now in the presence of an extra
inversion symmetry, different insulators are characterized
by a pair of integers ~ν ≡ (ν1, ν2) where νi ∈ Z. The Chern
number is related to these two integers by
C ≡ σxy/(e
2
h
) = ν1 + ν2. (11)
The “root” states of 2d inversion-symmetric insulators
with ~ν = (0, 1) and (1, 0) can be realized by spin-1/2
electrons on a checkerboard lattice (with two sublattices
A and B) as illustrated in FIG. 2:
HA2d = t1
∑
r
{[
c†r,Aσxcr+xˆ,B + c
†
r,Aσzcr−yˆ,B
+c†r,A(σx + σz)cr,B + (δ1 − δ2)c†r,Acr,B + h.c.
]
+(δ1 + δ2)
∑
s=A/B c
†
r,sσycr,s
}
, (12)
cr,s = (cr,s,↑, cr,s,↓)T , s = A/B.
6Figure 2: (color online) Illustration of lattice model (12) for
inversion-protected topological insulators in two spatial di-
mensions. Two sublattices A and B of the checkerboard lat-
tice are labeled by blue and red solid circles and the unit cell
is illustrated by the dashed oval. The inversion center lies in
the middle of two sites within a unit cell.
where Pauli matrices ~σ are for spin indices and ~τ for
sublattice indices. This model contains only real hop-
pings and ferromagnetic order along yˆ-axis. Since inver-
sion center is located in the middle of the link between
two sublattices (see FIG. 2), under inversion I electrons
transform as
cr,A
I←→ c−r,B (13)
When δ1,2  1, the low-energy physics is governed by
effective Dirac Hamiltonian around 1st BZ corner k =
(pi, pi)
DA2d = t1
∑
k Ψ
†
k
{[
(kxσx − kyσz)τy + δ1σy
]
(1 + σyτx)
+
[
(kxσx − kyσz)τy − δ2τx
]
(1− σyτx)
}
Ψk, (14)
Ψk ≡
(
c(pi,pi)+k,A
c(pi,pi)+k,B
)
I−→ τxΨ−k.
The pair of integer index characterizing 2d inversion-
symmetric insulators are given by
(ν1, ν2) =
(Sgn(δ1) + 1
2
,
Sgn(δ2)− 1
2
)
(15)
In particular it’s straightforward to check that Hall con-
ductance of the above lattice model is given by
C ≡ σxy/(e
2
h
) =
Sgn(δ1)
2
+
Sgn(δ2)
2
. (16)
In the pressence of inversion symmetry, two insulators
with different topological index (ν1, ν2) cannot be adi-
abatically connected to each other without closing the
bulk gap.
Figure 3: (color online) Illustration of lattice model (17) for
inversion-symmetric topological insulators in three spatial di-
mensions. Two sublattices A and B of the interpenetrating
primitive cubic lattice (CsCl structure) are labeled by blue
and red solid circles and the unit cell is illustrated by the
dashed oval. The inversion center lies in the middle of two
sites within a unit cell.
3. d = 3
In the absence of inversion, all insulators in three spa-
tial dimensions are topologically the same. As shown in
TABLE I, 3d insulators protected by inversion symmetry
I are characterized by an integer index ν ∈ Z. The root
state with ν = 1 can be realized by spin-1/2 electrons
on an interpenetrating primitive cubic lattice (i.e. CsCl
structure), as shown in FIG. 3.
There are two sublattices labeled again by index s =
A/B and the lattice model writes
HA3d = t1
∑
r
{
c†r,A(σx + σy + σz + δ)cr,B (17)
+c†r,Aσxcr+xˆ,B + c
†
r,Aσycr+yˆ,B + c
†
r,Aσzcr+zˆ,B
}
+ h.c.,
cr,s = (cr,s,↑, cr,s,↓)T , s = A/B.
where the two sublattices are related by inversion sym-
metry
cr,A
I←→ c−r,B (18)
When δ  1 the system is described by a low-energy
Dirac Hamiltonian around zone corner k = (pi, pi, pi)
DA3d =
∑
k t1Ψ
†
k(k · ~στy + δτx)Ψk, (19)
Ψk ≡
(
c(pi,pi)+k,A
c(pi,pi)+k,B
)
I−→ τxΨ−k.
where ~σ and ~τ are Pauli matrices for spin and sublattice
indices. Specifically δ > 0 corresponds to the ν = 1
topological insulator, while δ < 0 leads to the ν = 0
trivial insulator which can be adiabatically connected to
an atomic insulator.
B. Class AI: inversion-protected magnetic
insulators/superconductors
The symmetry group for real class AI is U(1) o ZT2
where ani-unitary time reversal operation T satisfies
7T 2 = +1. It can be realized both in insulators of spin-
polarized electrons and in superconductors with collinear
magnetic order. In the absence of other symmetries, the
classification for class AI is always trivial in 1d, 2d and
3d. When there is an extra inversion symmetry, distinct
insulators emerge which are classified by an integer index
ν ∈ Z in 1d, 2d and 3d.
1. d = 1
Clearly the 1d lattice Hamiltonian (8) of spin-polarized
electrons also has time reversal symmetry T (here T 2 =
+1 for spinless electrons), since all the hopping parame-
ters are real. Therefore (8) also realizes the “root” state
for 1d inversion-symmetric topological insulators in class
AI when δ > 0.
2. d = 2
For 2d insulators in class AI, their Hall conductance
(or Chern number C) must vanish due to time reversal
symmetry T . Note that any 2d insulator with inversion
symmetry is fully described by a pair of integers (ν1, ν2)
where Chern number is given by C = ν1 + ν2. There-
fore for time reversal invariant (TRI) insulators (class
AI) with inversion symmetry, they have ν1 + ν2 = 0 and
are fully characterized by one integer
ν ≡ ν1 = −ν2. (20)
Naturally the “root” state for 2d inversion-symmetric in-
sulators in class AI is given by the same lattice model (12)
as in class A, where ↑ / ↓ now become indices for two dif-
ferent orbitals instead of for spin, and δ1 + δ2 = 0 due
to time reversal symmetry. Since there are real (intra-
orbital and inter-orbital) hoppings in (12) with δ1 = −δ2,
such a lattice model of spin-polarized two-orbital elec-
trons preserve anti-unitary time reversal symmetry T
with T 2 = 1(
cr,A
cr,B
)
T−→
(
cr,A
cr,B
)
, Ψk
T−→ Ψ−k.
in (12) and (14). In particular the integer topological
index ν is given by
ν =
Sgn(δ1) + 1
2
=
1− Sgn(δ2)
2
. (21)
as time reversal requires δ1 = −δ2. So the root state with
ν = 1 has δ1 = −δ2 > 0 in (12).
3. d = 3
Inversion-symmetric topological phases in class AI can
be realized by Sz-conserving superconductors of spin-1/2
Figure 4: (color online) Illustration of lattice model (22) for
inversion-symmetric topological superconductors (class AI) in
three spatial dimensions. Four sublattices are labeled by two
indices s = A/B and f = u/d. Index s = A/B are denoted
by blue/red colors, index f = u/d by diamond/circle, and
the unit cell is illustrated by the dashed oval. The inversion
center lies in the crossing of the link between (A, u)↔ (B, d)
and the one between (A, d)↔ (B, u).
electrons in a 3d lattice illustrated by FIG. 4, where there
are 4 sublattices per unit cell labeled by two indices s =
A/B and f = u/d. The anti-unitary T symmetry is
the combination of usual time reversal operation and Sy
spin rotation by angle pi, so that electron spin doesn’t
flip under T operation. The lattice model is given by
HAI3d = t1
∑
r
{
ψ†r
[
σx + σz + (1 + δ)µx
]
τxψr
+(ψ†r,Aσxψr+xˆ,B + ψ
†
r,uτxψr+yˆ,d
+ψ†r,Aσzψr+zˆ,B + h.c.)
}
, (22)
cr ≡

cr,A,u
cr,A,d
cr,B,u
cr,B,d
 I−→

c−r,B,d
c−r,B,u
c−r,A,d
c−r,A,u
 = τxµxc−r,
cr
T−→ cr, ψr ≡
(
cr,↑
c†r,↓
)
where Pauli matrices ~σ are for Nambu index n = c↑/c
†
↓,
~τ for s = A/B and ~µ for f = u/d. When δ  1 the
low-energy physics is governed by Dirac fermions around
zone corner k = (pi, pi, pi):
DAI3d = t1
∑
k Ψ
†
k
[
(kxσx + kzσz)τy + kyτxµy + δ · τxµx
]
Ψk,
Ψk ≡
(
c(pi,pi,pi)+k,↑
c†(pi,pi,pi)−k,↓
)
I−→ τxµxΨ−k, (23)
Ψk
T−→ Ψ−k.
Here δ > 0 gives rise to the nontrivial ν = 1 inversion-
protected insulator in class AI, while δ < 0 leads to the
trivial ν = 0 insulator which can be continuously tuned
into an atomic insulator without closing energy gap.
8C. Class AII: inversion-protected TRI insulators
Class AII has symmetry group U(1)oZT2 where T
2 =
−1. It describes insulators of spin-1/2 electrons with time
reversal symmetry obeying T 2 = −1. As usual spin-1/2
electrons transform as
cr ≡
(
cr,↑
cr,↓
)
T−→
(
cr,↓
−cr,↑
)
= iσycr (24)
Without any extra symmetry, different TRI spin-1/2 in-
sulators (class AII) are classified by 0 in 1d and Z2 in 2d,
3d. This means all TRI spin-1/2 insulators are trivial
in 1d, but in 2d and 3d there is one type of nontrivial
insulator1–3: i.e. 2d quantum spin Hall insulator (QSHI)
in 2d and 3d topological insulator. When we further
consider inversion symmetry I with I2 = +1, the clas-
sification for different class AII insulators becomes Z in
d = 1, 2, 3. In other words, in one, two and three spa-
tial dimensions, distinct inversion-symmetric insulators
in class AII are labeled by an integer ν ∈ Z.
1. d = 1
The root state of 1d inversion-symmetric topological
insulator in class AII can be easily realized by spin-1/2
electrons on a 1d chain with inversion center illustrated
in FIG. 1, where spin-↑ electrons and spin-↓ electrons
have the same real hopping terms as described in (8).
Again δ > 0 leads to the nontrivial ν = 1 insulator,
which is robust against any perturbation as long as time
reversal, inversion and U(1) charge conservation are pre-
served. δ < 0 corresponds to the trivial insulator.
2. d = 2
Here due to time reversal, the Chern number or
Hall conductance has to vanish for any 2d insulator in
class AII. Regardless of inversion symmetry, there is al-
ready one nontrivial 2d topological insulator in class AII,
i.e. the Z2 quantum spin Hall insulator24–26. QSHI pre-
serving inversion symmetry can be realized by spin-1/2
electrons on a checkerboard lattice (in FIG. 2):
HAII2d = t1
∑
r
[(
c†r
τx− iσxτz
2 cr+xˆ + c
†
r
τx− iσyτz
2 cr+yˆ
+h.c.
)
+ (2 + δ)c†rτxcr
]
, (25)
cr,A
I←→ c−r,B or cr I−→ τxc−r.
where ~σ are Pauli matrices for spin indices ↑ / ↓ and ~τ
for sublattice index s = A/B. When real parameter δ 
1 the low-energy physics is described by Dirac fermions
around zone corner k = (pi, pi):
DAII2d =
∑
k Ψ
†
k
[
(kxσx + kyσy)τz + δτx
]
Ψk, (26)
Ψk = c(pi,pi)+k
T−→ iσyΨ−k,
Ψk
I−→ τxΨ−k.
Real parameter δ > 0 leads to a nontrivial “root” topolog-
ical insulator with ν = 1, while δ < 0 leads to the trivial
ν = 0 state. In the absence of inversion symmetry, once
two layers of ν = 1 state are stacked together, the re-
sulting ν = 2 state can be adiabatically deformed into a
trivial atomic insulator (ν = 0) without closing the bulk
energy gap. When there is inversion symmetry, however,
ν = 2 state cannot be deformed into trivial ν = 0 state
without going through a phase transition. Instead there
are an integer number (labeled by ν) of different 2d class
AII insulators protected by inversion symmetry.
3. d = 3
Irrespective of inversion symmetry, in three spatial di-
mensions there is already a nontrivial topological insula-
tor in class AII: the 3d topological insulator5–7. A simple
lattice model for 3d TRI topological insulators of spin-
1/2 electrons can be realized on a CsCl-like lattice (with
two sublattices with index s = A/B) as shown in FIG. 3
HAII3d = t1
∑
r
{(
c†r
τx− iσxτz
2 cr+xˆ + c
†
r
τx− iσyτz
2 cr+yˆ
+c†r
τx− iσzτz
2 cr+zˆ + h.c.
)
+ (δ + 3)c†rτxcr
}
, (27)
cr
T−→ iσycr,
cr,A
I←→ c−r,B or cr I−→ τxc−r.
where Pauli matrices ~σ are for spin index ↑ / ↓, and ~τ for
sublattice index s = A/B. Note that the above model
also preserves inversion symmetry I.
When real parameter δ  1, Dirac fermions around
zone corner k = (pi, pi, pi) describe the low-energy physics
of the system
DAII3d =
∑
k Ψ
†
k(k · ~στz + δτx)Ψk, (28)
Ψk ≡ c(pi,pi,pi)+k T−→ iσyΨ−k,
Ψk
I−→ τxΨ−k.
Here in this model δ > 0 leads to the nontrivial ν =
1 topological insulator (class AII) in 3d, while δ < 0
leads to the trivial ν = 0 insulator which doesn’t have
protected Dirac cones on the surface.
Without inversion symmetry, different class-AII insu-
lators have a Z2 classification in the sense that two copies
of ν = 1 topological insulators, when coupled together,
can be continuously tuned into a trivial ν = 0 insulator
without closing bulk energy gap. In the presence of in-
version symmetry I, on the other hand, such a adiabatic
9deformation is not possible and there are an integer num-
ber of distinct insulators in class AII, labeled by integer
index ν ∈ Z.
D. Class C: inversion-protected singlet
superconductors in d = 3
In the absence of inversion symmetry, there are no
topological singlet superconductors (class C) in 3d,
i.e. any two singlet superconductors in three dimensions
can be continuously deformed into each other with phase
transitions. However, an extra inversion symmetry gives
rise to an integer classification, i.e. distinct inversion-
symmetric singlet superconductors are labeled by an in-
teger ν ∈ Z.
The ν = 1 “root” state can be realized on by two-orbital
spin-1/2 electrons on a interpenetrating primitive cubic
lattice (CsCl structure, see FIG. 3):
HC3d = t1
∑
r
{
ψ†r
[
2(σx + σy + σz) + δ · µy
]
τxψr
+(ψ†r,Aσxψr+xˆ,B + ψ
†
r,uσyψr+yˆ,d
+ψ†r,Aσzψr+zˆ,B + h.c.)
}
, (29)
cr ≡
(
cr,A
cr,B
)
I−→
(
c−r,B
c−r,A
)
= τxc−r,
cr
e ipiS
y
−→ iσycr, ψr ≡
(
cr,↑
c†r,↓
)
.
where Pauli matrices ~σ are for Nambu index c↑/c
†
↓, ~τ for
sublattice index s = A/B and ~µ for orbital index.
When δ  1 we obtain an effective Dirac Hamiltonian
around zone corner k = (pi, pi, pi)
DC3d = t1
∑
k Ψ
†
k(2k · ~στy + δ · τxµy)Ψk, (30)
Ψk ≡
(
c(pi,pi,pi)+k,↑
c†(pi,pi,pi)−k,↓
)
e ipiS
y
−→ iσyΨ†−k,
Ψk
I−→ τxΨ−k.
Here δ > 0 leads to the nontrivial ν = 1 topological sin-
glet superconductor in 3d, while δ < 0 corresponds to the
trivial ν = 0 superconductor which can be continuously
tuned into a “strong-pairing” s-wave superconductor27.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
A. Quantized response of inversion-protected
topological insulators and superconductors
Unlike topological phases protected by global symme-
tries, these inversion-protected topological phases can-
not be identified by their gapless boundary states, simply
because the boundary itself necessarily breaks inversion
symmetry20,28. A natural question is: are there any ex-
perimental observable for these inversion-protected topo-
logical insualtors/superconductors? The answer is yes.
For example it was pointed out in Ref. 29 that inversion-
protected topological insulators (class A) can be diag-
nosed by its electromagnetic response: specifically the
ν = 1 inversion-protected class-A insulator in 3d, real-
ized in lattice model (17), exhibits the so-called topolog-
ical magneto-electric effect8,30:
M = θ
e2
2pih
E, θ = pi mod 2pi. (31)
i.e. an applied electric field E will induced a magneti-
zation M proportional to the electric field, where the
proportionality constant is quantized. Another equiva-
lent manifestation is the “half” quantum Hall effect on
the gapped surface of inversion-symmetric ν = 1 topo-
logical insulators in class A. More precisely, the (charge)
Hall conductance of gapped surface is quantized as
σxy =
e2
h
· θ
2pi
, θ = pi mod 2pi. (32)
Here θ is defined modular 2pi, and it changes sign under
either time reversal or spatial inversion operation. There-
fore θ takes the value of either 0 or pi for the inversion-
protected ν = 1 3d insulator in class A, AI and AII. In
all these cases distinct 3d insulators are labeled by an in-
teger index ν ∈ Z, and θ = 0 for ν = even while θ = pi for
ν = odd. Notice that in a pure 2d insulator (preserving
U(1) charge conservation), the charge Hall conductance
must be an integer23 in unit of e2/h.
For inversion-protected singlet superconductors in
class C (labeled by an integer ν ∈ Z), a similar anomaly
appears on the gapped surface of ν = 1 topological su-
perconductor. Although there is no U(1) charge conser-
vation, SU(2) spin rotational symmetry allows a well-
defined (and quantized) spin Hall conductance31 σspinxy :
jSx = σ
spin
xy ·
[− dB(y)
dy
]
(33)
where jS denotes the spin current and B is the applied
magnetic field. As derived in Appendix B, the gapped
surface of ν = 1 singlet superconductor in class C exhibits
a “half” spin quantum Hall effect:
σspinxy =
θs
2pi
· ~
8pi
, θs = pi mod 2pi. (34)
This is associated to the SU(2) theta term32 L =
θs
32pi2 
µνρλTr(FˆµνFˆρλ), describing responses of inversion-
protected ν = 1 singlet superconductor to an external
SU(2) “spin gauge field” with field strength Fˆµν . Again
θ is defined modular 2pi, and is odd under inversion oper-
ation I. Therefore θ is quantized to be pi for all inversion-
protected ν = odd states in class C, and 0 for ν = even
states in class C. In a gapped 2d system with SU(2)
spin rotational symmetry, the spin quantum Hall con-
ductance must be an integer in unit of ~/4pi, therefore
such a “half-integer” σspinxy here is a surface anomaly of 3d
inversion-protected singlet superconductor.
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B. Concluding remarks
In this work we classify and construct the inversion-
symmetric topological insulators/superconductors of
non-interacting electrons, which cannot be adiabatically
tuned (no bulk gap closing) into a trivial atomic insu-
lator/superconductor without breaking inversion sym-
metry I or other global symmetries. Although these
inversion-protected topological phases generally doesn’t
support robust gapless surface states, they can be par-
tially characterized by their quantized response func-
tions. For example, the parity of integer index ν ∈ Z
labeling inversion-protected topological phases in 3d can
be determined by the “half” charge/spin quantum Hall
effect on their gapped surfaces.
Although the topology of inversion-symmetric insula-
tors/superconductors of non-interacting electrons cannot
be fully captured by their quantized responses or surface
states, entanglement spectrum in principle can provide
a comprehensive diagnosis20,28,33. This is because unlike
a real boundary, an entanglement cut may preserve
inversion symmetry. It’ll be an interesting future direc-
tion to understand the inversion-protected topological
phases in terms of their entanglement spectrum. Mean-
while, we’ve so far focused on non-interacting electron
systems, where strong interactions could in principle
change the topology (and classification) of topological
insulators/superconductors34,35 drastically. We leave
these two aspects to future study.
Note added— Upon completion of this work we be-
came aware of Ref. 36, where the same classification for
non-interacting topological phases was obtained indepen-
dently.
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Appendix A: K-theory classification of
non-interacting topological insulators and
superconductors
In this section we briefly review the ten-fold way
classification9,11 of non-interacting topological insulators
and superconductors in the K-theory approach9,15,22.
The idea is to identify the “classifying space” of
symmetry-allowed mass terms to Dirac Hamiltonians in
various spatial dimensions, and disconnected pieces of the
classifying space (its zeroth homotopy group pi0) corre-
spond to topologically distinct gapped symmetric states.
1. General discussions
Let’s start by representing quadratic Dirac Hamilto-
nians in the Majorana basis9 {ηa}, where the fermion
annihilation operator is written as c†l = η2l−1 + iη2l. A
generic Dirac Hamiltonian in d spatial dimension can be
written as
HˆDirac = i
∑
a,b
ηa
[ d∑
i=1
(∂iγi)a,b +Ma,b
]
ηb (A1)
with real symmetric Dirac matrices {γi} satisfying
{γi, γj} = 2δi,j , γTi = γi, {γi,M} = 0. (A2)
The mass matrixM is real and anti-symmetric. Without
altering topological properties we can always flatten the
spectrum by choosing
M2 = −1, M = −MT . (A3)
In the presence of a global U(1) symmetry Q, the con-
served U(1) charge is represented as Nˆ = iηaQa,bηb
where Q = −QT is a real anti-symmetric matrix sat-
isfying
[Q, γi] = [Q,M ] = 0, Q
2 = −1. (A4)
In general a unitary Z2 symmetry (such as particle-hole
symmetry or pi spin rotation) C is represented by a real
matrix C satisfying
[C, γi] = [C,M ] = 0, C
TC = 1. (A5)
For example if Q corresponds to charge conservation and
C is particle-hole symmetry, we have
C2 = +1, C = CT , {Q,C} = 0.
One the other hand if Q represents Sz spin conservation
and C is pi spin rotation along Sy-axis, we have
C2 = −1, C = −CT , {Q,C} = 0.
Meanwhile anti-unitary time reversal symmetry T is rep-
resented by a real matrix T satisfying
{T, γi} = {T,M} = 0, TTT = 1. (A6)
Just like unitary Z2 symmetry C, here the real matrix T
can be symmetric or anti-symmetric depending on T 2 =
±1:
T 2 = ±1, TT = ±T. (A7)
In a spin-1/2 electronic system, the conventional time re-
versal symmetry has T 2 = −1. One can also define an
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anti-unitary symmetry T as a combination of time rever-
sal and a pi spin rotation, and T 2 = +1 for this redefined
“time reversal” operation. T may commute or anticom-
mute with U(1) symmetry generator Q and Z2 symmetry
generator C, depending on the specific symmetry group.
In the K-theory approach to topological insula-
tors/superconductors, the Dirac matrices {γi} and sym-
metry operators always form a real (or complex) Clif-
ford algebra Clp,q (or Cln). The classifying space of
symmetry-allowed mass matrix M is determined by the
extension of this Clifford algebra to Clp,q+1 (or Cln+1)
by adding the mass matrix M as an extra generator.
The classifying space associated with the above extension
problem is Rq−p+2 mod 8 (or Cn mod 2) due to Bott peri-
odicity. Distinct gapped symmetric phases are classified
by disconnected pieces of the classifying space, i.e. by ze-
roth homotopy group pi0(Rq−p+2 mod 8) or pi0(Cn mod 2).
The periodicity 8 (or 2) for classifying spaces is the so-
called Bott periodicity. The exact form of classifying
spaces Ra (or Cln), as well as their zeroth homotopy
group are given e.g. in Ref. 9,15,22. Notice that any 0th
homotopy group pi0(X) is always Abelian.
There are p + q generators (real orthogonal matrices
{ei}) for a real Clifford algebra Clp,q satisfying
{ei, ej} = 0, e2i =
{
+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
−1, p+ 1 ≤ i ≤ p+ q.(A8)
Meanwhile a complex Clifford algebra Cln has n genera-
tors (complex Hermitian matrices {ea}) satisfying
{ea, eb} = 2δa,b. (A9)
2. Eight real classes
Let’s first consider class D with no symmetry at all39.
In d spatial dimensions we consider extension problem of
Clifford algebra Cld,0 → Cld,1 generated by
{γ1, · · · , γd} −→ {γ1, · · · , γd,M}
The associated classification of topological superconduc-
tors in class D is given by pi0(R2−d) in d dimensions.
Now let’s consider time reversal symmetry T , i.e. ex-
tension problem
{γ1, · · · , γd, T} −→ {γ1, · · · , γd, T,M}
For T 2 = +1 we have extension Cld+1,0 → Cld+1,1, and
hence topological superconductors in class BDI are clas-
sified by pi0(R1−d) in d dimensions. On the other hand
if T 2 = −1, the extension problem is Cld,1 → Cld,2,
and hence topological superconductors in class DIII are
classified by pi0(R3−d) in d dimensions.
Adding a U(1) charge conservation symmetry (gener-
ated by Q) to time reversal T , the Clifford algebra ex-
tension problem becomes
{γ1, · · · , γd, T, TQ} −→ {γ1, · · · , γd, T, TQ,M}
Notice that {T,Q} = 0 here. Again depending on the
sign of T 2 = ±1, the classification of topological insu-
lators with time reversal symmetry is given by pi0(R−d)
for class AI (T 2 = +1), and by pi0(R4−d) for class AII
(T 2 = −1).
If we consider a spin rotational U(1) symmetry Q (say,
along Sz-axis) instead, it commutes with time reversal
operation i.e. [Q,T ] = 0. Now let’s add another unitary
Z2 symmetry C, which is a pi spin rotation along Sy-
axis with C2 = −1 so that {Q,C} = 0 and [T,C] =
0. In fact Q and C together generate the whole SU(2)
spin rotational symmetry. Now the relevant extension
problem of Clifford algebra is
{γ1, · · · , γd, TC, TQ, TQC} −→
{γ1, · · · , γd, TC, TQ, TQC,M}.
As a result topological singlet superconductors in d di-
mensions are classified by pi0(R5−d) for class CII (T 2 =
+1), and by pi0(R−1−d) = pi0(R7−d) for class CI (T 2 =
−1).
The last example related to real Clifford algebra is class
C, with a U(1) symmetry Q and a unitary Z2 symmetry
C, satisfying C2 = −1 and {Q,C} = 0. As discussed
earlier the system actually has a SU(2) symmetry. Here
we consider extension problem
{γ1Q, · · · , γdQ,C,QC} → {γ1Q, · · · , γdQ,C,QC,QM}
Notice that (QM)2 = −M2 = +1 and (γiQ)2 = −1,
hence the Clifford algebra is Cl0,d+2 → Cl1,d+2. This
extension problem is equivalent to the following one
Cld+4,0 → Cld+4,1:
{ iσy ⊗ γiQ, iσy ⊗ C, iσy ⊗QC, σx ⊗ 1, σz ⊗ 1} →
{ iσy ⊗ γiQ, iσy ⊗ C, iσy ⊗QC, σx ⊗ 1, σz ⊗ 1, iσy ⊗QM}
by direct product with 2 × 2 Pauli matrices σx,y,z.
Therefore singlet superconductors in class C are classi-
fied by pi0(R−2−d) = pi0(R6−d) in d dimensions.
3. Two complex classes
Now let’s consider the case with only U(1) symmetry
Q. Since its generator Q2 = −1, without loss of general-
ity we can always choose Q = iσy ⊗ 1 in a proper basis
for Dirac Hamiltonian (A1). Since [Q, γi] = [Q,M ] = 0
we notice that Dirac matrices and the mass matrix have
the following generic form
γi = 12×2 ⊗ ρi + iσy ⊗ χi, ρTi = ρi, χTi = −χi,
M = 12×2 ⊗Ma + iσy ⊗Ms, MTs = Ms, MTa = −Ma.
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where ρi, χi andMa,Ms are all real matrices. Meanwhile
conditions (A2)-(A3) indicate that Hermitian matrices
Γi ≡ ρi + iχi, MH ≡Ms + iMa. (A10)
generate a complex Clifford algebra Cld+1 as in (A9).
Therefore the classifying space for mass matrix M (or
equivalently MH) is Cd, associated with the extension
problem of complex Clifford algebra Cld → Cld+1. Hence
the classification of insulators in class A in d spatial di-
mensions is given by pi0(Cd).
In the presence of time reversal symmetry T and
U(1) spin rotational symmetry Q, since [Q,T ] = 0 and
Q2 = −1, as discussed earlier, this extra U(1) symmetry
rearranges the original extension problem Cld,1 → Cld,2
(generated by {γi, T} → {γi, T,M}) into a complex Clif-
ford algebra extension problem Cld+1 → Cld+2. Hence
the classification of gapped superconductors in class AIII
is given by pi0(Cd+1).
More generally, for any real Clifford algebra Clp,q, con-
sider an extra symmetry U (such as the U(1) symmetry
discussed earlier) whose generator U commutes with all
generators of this real Clifford algebra. If U2 = −1,
we reach a similar conclusion that the original exten-
sion problem Clp,q → Clp,q+1 now becomes an extension
problem Clp+q → Clp+q+1, and the classifying space for
the mass matrix is Cp+q. On the other hand, if U2 = +1,
we can always choose a proper basis so that symmetry U
is diagonalized as U = σz ⊗ 1. Therefore we can work in
two subspaces with U = +1 and U = −1 independently,
since they will never mix for non-interacting fermions.
Appendix B: Gapped surface of inversion-protected
3d singlet superconductor
In this section we derive the gapped surface states of
inversion-protected ν = 1 singlet superconductor in 3d
(class C in TABLE I), based on effective Dirac Hamil-
tonian (30). The “half” spin quantum Hall effect on the
surface is also obtained.
Consider periodic boundary condition in xˆ and yˆ di-
rection, and an open surface parallel to xˆ − o − yˆ plane
located at z = 0. The vacuum is in the z < 0 area
while z > 0 corresponds to the bulk inversion-protected
ν = 1 topological insulator. The surface state |Surf〉 is
described by zero-energy solution of the following Dirac
equation with a mass domain wall m(z) = |m(z)| ·Sgn(z)[− i∂z · σzτy +m(z)τxµy]|Surf〉 = 0 (B1)
which is
|Surf〉 ∼ e−
∫ z
0
m(λ)dλ|σzτzµy = +1〉. (B2)
Therefore µy = σzτz for the low-energy states on surface,
which are described by
HCsurf =
∑
k
Ψ˜†k
[
(kxσx + kyσy)τy +msσz
]
Ψ˜k (B3)
where σz is the only surface mass term allowed by SU(2)
spin rotational symmetry. Dirac fermion basis Ψ˜k is ob-
tained by projecting original electron basis Ψk into the
σzτzµy = +1 subspace. It’s straightforward to check that
surface model (B3) has Chern number Cs = Sgn(ms).
Correspondingly the spin quantum Hall conductance on
the surface is given by27,31,37
σspinxy = Cs
(~/2)2
h
= Cs · ~
8pi
, Cs = ±1. (B4)
Note that in any two-dimensional singlet superconduc-
tors (such as d + id superconductor) the spin Hall con-
ductance σspinxy is always an even integer31 in unit of ~/8pi.
Therefore we say the gapped surface states of inversion-
protected ν = 1 singlet (class C) superconductor exhibits
“half” spin quantum Hall effect.
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